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ABSTRACT 
Science Gateways are virtual environments that accelerate 
scientific discovery by enabling scientific communities to more 
easily and effectively utilize distributed computing and data 
resources. Successful Science Gateways provide access to 
sophisticated and powerful resources, while shielding their users 
from the underlying complexities. Here we present work 
completed by the University of South Dakota (USD) Research 
Computing Group in conjunction with the Science Gateways 
Community Institute (SGCI) [1] and Indiana University on 
setting up a Science Gateway to access USD’s high-performance 
computing resources. These resources are now available to both 
faculty and students and allow ease of access and use of USD’s 
distributed computing and data resources. The implementation 
of this gateway project has been multifaceted and has included 
placement of federated user login, user facilitation and outreach, 
and integration of USD’s cyberinfrastructure resources. We 
present this project as an example for other research computing 
groups so that they may learn from our successes and the 
challenges that we have overcome in providing this user 
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resource. Additionally, this project serves to exemplify the 
importance of creating a broad user base of research computing 
infrastructure through the development of alternative user 
interfaces such as Science Gateways. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The University of South Dakota Research Computing Group 
(USDRCG), in conjunction with the Science Gateways 
Community Institute, has developed a gateway, 
https://sciencegateway.usd.edu/, to facilitate access and use of 
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the two high-performance computing clusters at the University 
of South Dakota (Legacy and Lawrence). 

This gateway will be useful for introducing both students and 
research faculty to the capabilities of cluster computing without 
the need to know the intricacies of command-line task 
execution, allowing them instead to focus on the software that 
they want to run and to manage their interactions with system 
resources persistently. 

2 GATEWAY DESIGN 

2.1 USD Gateway with SciGaP & Apache 
Airavata 

The USD gateway is hosted and maintained as a SciGaP [2] 
gateway. SciGaP is the hosted gateway platform that provides 
gateways as a service with Apache Airavata [3] middleware as 
the underlying framework. The SciGaP platform is multi-
tenanted, supporting multiple gateways at the same time. SciGaP 
services include but are not limited to hosting the USD gateway, 
maintaining it, and providing storage for its user data.  The USD 
gateway is a web based gateway with a graphical interface for 
HPC job submissions. The gateway has a flexible framework that 
enables development of customizable and accessible interfaces to 
the traditional command line applications prominent in HPC. 
This allows adaptability to the varying use cases that present 
themselves both at USD as well as to users at other universities 
in the state university network. 

2.2 Gateway User Management 
Gateway user authentication and authorization is maintained by 
Keycloak [4], https://www.keycloak.org/. The USD gateway 
provides multiple methods for user access. USD users can use 
their university account to gain access to the gateway through 
federated access provided by CILogon, http://www.cilogon.org/, 
through Keycloak. Users from other universities and 
organizations can either use their organizational accounts or 
create a local account in the gateway. Once the gateway account 
is created, gateway administrators can decide on the level of 
access to grant for each user. Users can be at different levels 
ranging from gateway administrators to gateway basic users or 
group leaders. 

2.3 Gateway Userspace 
In the USD gateway users create ‘experiments’ in order to 
submit computational jobs to the USD High Performance 
Computing (HPC) systems (Figure 1). The gateway supports both 
SLURM and Grid Engine job submissions and monitors jobs until 
they are completed. Users can submit the experiments from the 
gateway and view real time status updates of the jobs as well as 
view the results through the gateway portal. Downloading 
results and sharing them with other gateway users are features 
available for all of the gateway users. Cancelling running jobs on 
hosts and cloning existing jobs are also features supported 
through this gateway. 

Current work is also focusing on providing USD HPC cluster 
users the option of using a   ‘community’ account in addition to 
their own individual accounts for job submission.  Community 
accounts allow gateway users to execute tasks as a generic 
gateway user. Additionally, users will be able to select which 
account to use for job submission at the time they create 
experiments. 

2.4 Gateway Administration 
The USD gateway provides a dedicated set of web interfaces for 
gateway administrators called the ‘Admin Dashboard’, which 
provides interfaces required for managing gateway 
configurations and users. The Admin Dashboard features include 
interfaces to manage users, add software tools, maintain 
credential store keys for secure SSH communications [5], and 
add HPC configuration information. Job statistics are also 
available through the Admin Dashboard which includes gateway 
usage summaries, user specific software utilization, and status of 
HPC jobs and failures. These statistics are essential for a 
gateway administrator in order to best serve the gateway user 
community in resolving their issues and advising them on their 
HPC usage. Experiment statistics can be listed based on a date 
and time period provided by the administrator and further 
filtered by username, HPC resource, and software. Gateway 
administrators can then view the number of FAILED, RUNNING 
or CANCELLED experiments at a given time and understand the 
status of the gateway user activities. 

 

Figure 1: (Left) USD Legacy supports general 
computational tasks. (Right) USD Lawrence supports 
general computational tasks as well as high-memory and 
GPU partition requests. 

2.5 Gateway Theme 
The USD gateway uses a default gateway client provided by the 
SciGaP platform with localizations and other customizations 
provided by the USD team. The gateway theme is one of the 
customizations done by the USD team. The theme consists of 
details on USD HPCs, how to get access to the gateway, user 
documentation, and contact details. The overall look and feel is 
consistent with USD’s overall web presence and guidelines. 

2.6 Outreach 
The USD gateway is currently focused on outreach events to 
establish the user base. Outreach is organized into two phases. 
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 The first phase focuses on recruiting users from academic and 
research groups within USD, and the second phase is focused on 
intrastate university collaborations and research centers. 
Upcoming conferences will be used as the first outreach events 
for introducing the gateway to the state. Planned and ongoing 
outreach events are in the form of workshops, tutorials, 
webinars, and conferences. These events with include help from 
SciGaP gateway team members. 

3 APPLICATIONS 
The USD Science Gateway will be useful in two main respects, in 
line with the mission of the USDRCG. The first is to enhance the 
research capabilities of the institutional cyberinfrastructure; this 
includes both USD as well as other institutions in South Dakota. 
The second application that the Science Gateway will fill is in 
education and introducing cyberinfrastructure resources to new 
users. 

3.1 Research 

  

Figure 2: Bacterial community composition generated 
from operational taxonomic unit (OTU) tables (unpubl. 
data). 

Accessibility to the USD HPCs for research is an essential 
component of the overall cyberinfrastructure. The Science 
Gateway thus serves as an essential and primary source for user 
accessibility to USD’s HPC environment. The Science Gateway 
currently supports use of the following software in an HPC 
environment: Mothur, QIIME, NWChem, and Gaussian. 

In order to test the efficacy of the USD Science Gateway with 
the applications of interest, we present an application use case 
with Mothur [6] for analyzing 16S rRNA gene sequencing data 
to elucidate bacterial community composition (Figure 2; OTU 
generation supported in the Science Gateway, figure created in 
R). The job specification page (Figure 3) and experiment 
summary (Figure 4) page for a Mothur experiment are given. 
Due to the large memory requirements of DNA sequence 

alignment, we specify the job to use the ‘himem’ partition. We 
also have provided users the ability to choose the ‘preemptible’ 
(for general compute nodes) or ‘gpu’ (for GPU enabled nodes) 
partitions. Wall limits are also specified (120 minute limit). 

 

Figure 3: An example submission page for a Mothur 
experiment (alignment).   

3.2 Education 
Science Gateways provide a user-friendly interface for utilizing 
computational resources which traditionally require specialized 
training for access and use. For this reason, the USD Science 
Gateway is an important tool for introducing high-performance 
computing clusters in a classroom or workshop setting. In 
addition to current initiatives for use in laboratory level 
mentorship, this Gateway is planned to be used in coursework 
and workshops. Due to the multi institutional intent of this 
Science Gateway, use in educational settings across institutions, 
including regional workshops and classes taught at multiple 
institutions are planned. 

3.3 Intrastate Institutional Access 
The USDRCG Science Gateway has been setup to allow multi-
institutional access. USD currently operates many 
cyberinfrastructure resources not available at many smaller state 
universities. Due to this limitation and USD’s unique status as 
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one of the main state providers of research cyberinfrastructure, 
access through the Science Gateway has been made available to 
all public and private universities, and their collaborators, in 
South Dakota. 

 
Figure 4: Experiment Summary page for a Mothur 

experiment. 

4 FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSIONS 
While the USDRCG gateway has thus far been developed to 
provide an exceptional resource for new users, there remains 
work for its future enhancement. Providing access to licensed 
software through the gateway is an important future capability. 
This is due to some applications requiring additional permissions 
beyond the current access provided by basic gateway accounts. 
Currently the SciGaP team is working on extending its sharing 
mechanisms [7] to support user groups to the gateway. Access to 
a software or selected number of softwares can be provided to a 
set of users through a group. Through a group, the gateway will 
also be able to provide different levels of access to the HPC 
resources. In addition to the aforementioned future work, 
USDRCG is continuing to make more software applications 
available on the USD Science Gateway. Additionally, 
incorporation of the Science Gateway is planned for future 
workshops and training events, especially with an introductory 
focus to USD cyberinfrastructure. This gateway is therefore 
already proving useful in fulfilling a vital role for new and 
existing users at South Dakota’s universities. Through 
continuing efforts, the USD Science Gateway will continue as a 
critical component of the overall cyberinfrastructure at USD. 
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